Ok, I think this is sort of an obliged question: you worked for big name
offices, such as Coop Himmelb(l)au BIG and (no pun intended!), and I bet
many people would love to know more about your intern experience.
What did you learn by working at these firms? In particular, did you learn
something useful about how to illustrate and present a project?
I didn’t start off working at these big offices. I worked at much smaller ones to
begin with, and the learning process was very gradual. I had already been almost
sort of trying to copy they style for a while and I’ve been learning quite a bit of
things. Therefore, by the time I got to these offices, I was almost ready to go with
my current skillset. What I did actually learn from them was kind of starting to
hold myself to the same standards. Obviously, when you’re in school you try really
hard, but when you work with such big names you start to get into their mindset
a little bit and anticipate what they’re thinking and what they’re trying to show. For
instance, at some places that I worked I redid some really quick “down and dirty”
renders to show only and exactly what they needed. We didn’t need to do anything
fancier. In some other occasions it wasn’t just about showing the architectural
concept, but suddenly it was about composition, almost like in a painting. I’m
thinking about how and where you placed people in renders. It wasn’t just to show
what they’re doing.
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That’s really true. Especially in visualization it’s always a matter of tuning
your skills according to the purpose of the image. It could be something
for an internal presentation, a quick render just to show the massing
concept or even a poster for large format billboards! You really have to
learn what could be the best way to show a certain idea.
And of course, this also applies to your portfolio. Speaking of which, is
portfolio culture really that prominent in North American school? I’m
asking this because here in Italy the “portfolio” topic is almost completely
overlooked by schools. Many students start dealing with the composition
of a portfolio pretty late, sometimes only after they’re done with their
studies. So, how is it like in North American schools? Does anyone teach
you how to build a portfolio or do you learn by yourself how to build one?
Here at Waterloo University, which is the school I go to, we have alternating school
terms and work terms as part of a co-op degree. We have six four-month terms
that are integrated throughout the degree, varying from four to eight months long.
Because of this, when you finish the first term of your second year you’re already
expected to get an internship somewhere…
…and you already have to deliver a portfolio, basically.

Yeah. You need to have a portfolio ready by then, which is quite early on!
There’s no real sort of formal portfolio class or anything like that, but they set up
workshops for people who want to get their portfolio reviewed where the master
students at the school volunteer their time to give us some advice.
That’s a good way to improve one’s portfolio skills! I can’t stress enough
that peer review is one of the most important things when you’re building
a portfolio. And now, let’s just take a step back and follow your portfolio’s
evolution throughout the years. How did your portfolio change in time?
Well, right now my portfolio is of course very additive. I have gone through and
redesigned it several times but I never really deleted the whole thing and started
from scratch. And I have to say that my very first portfolio was actually quite bad!
There was no overall concept, nothing that would graphically tie it altogether.
There was formal similarity but there’s a difference, right? So, for the second
portfolio I did, I tried to find some sort of concept that would tie it all together
and that would make it stand out as well. So, in a way, almost anything could be
of inspiration! In my case the, the first concept I chose was a bit less successful I
think. I tried to use light painting photography to do my cover pages, and basically
keep the overall atmosphere very dark and sort of gloomy. That was really good
at tying all together. Even though it was less successful in terms of technique,
I think it did actually get quite a bit of response, just because it was something
that people hadn’t really seen before. I think it started to get a little bit of people’s
attention just because it’s very easy to copy architecture representational styles,
because we see them all the time and you want to try them. So, anytime you can
put something fresh in there is really good.
A tying concept is a pretty cool idea for a portfolio. That’s something you
don’t really see in European portfolios, which often are more a collection
of works than anything else. Speaking of techniques, which presentation
skills do you consider crucial to learn for a young architect or student,
and what’s the best way to acquire them?
I think we can all agree that you learn a huge amount of your skills in school. But
what’s interesting though is how a lot of these skills, like diagramming for instance,
aren’t necessarily technically difficult at all, and the same goes for a lot of the
graphics. On the other hand, the hard thing is probably learning to select what
you need to show, and then what’s the most effective way to do that. Because
really cool diagrams are not going to be necessarily the best device to explain your
project! You know, there’s been a project where I did a ton of axonometric views
and of the day it didn’t work, it didn’t show the project as well as it should have.
So, I think the skill set is out there! Especially if you’re in school you can get quite a

bit of it both by learning from your peers and from your courses, but then it’s also
very much about how to use it and when.

Yes, that’s a pretty important thing, especially when you think
about the target of your presentation. We’re often speaking to nonarchitecturally educated people, so it’s really crucial to pick simple, yet
clear communication devices and tune your style accordingly. But now,
let’s delve into the pages of your portfolio, shall we? The header of your
projects really stood out for me, got to say that it’s pretty stylish! I also
really like that minimal cover page. What’s the concept behind them?
Again, it was something simple to tie all the content together and also to help with
the piecing of it. The headers are there to break it up into clear and easily readable
sections; there are some pages you can just flip through really fast, and some
other you can stay on a little longer. The graphic style is originally inspired by Swiss
graphic design: big block letters, a lot of horizontal lines and dividing segments.
I also got inspired by more contemporary and kind of minimalist graphic design,
in particular by minimalist posters series. There are a lot of creative minimalist
posters out there, even about architecture!

Your portfolio has indeed a very graphic design feel to it, especially
the cover image: it’s a pretty bold and striking statement but really
minimal. But graphic design is clearly not your only interest: you added
some pretty unique skills to your portfolio. Most people add graphic
design, hand drawing or photography work; you added something really
particular, namely music production and wood working, which i really dig.
So, did these skills actually help you in the search for internships or jobs?
Can you tell me more about that?
It’s actually hard to say, I haven’t had any direct response from anybody, either
positive or negative about it. It is interesting though, because it is something we
do talk about in interviews, when you start getting to that level. I think they are
worth to include anyway in a portfolio because, if nothing else, they kind of show
more about your character: the interviewer gets a better idea of who you are, who
they’re going to be working with, and that makes you little more personable in a
way. It also shows that you’re influenced by things outside of architecture, which
I think is also important: it states that you’re a well-rounded individual and that,
if you’re doing other things as well, it probably means that you’re good at time
management and an efficient worker.

Is there something that you would you like to change about your portfolio
right now?
One thing I’d like to do is to add more of the technical work that I’ve done at my
jobs, which is unfortunately difficult because most of it is still confidential. So that
may not be happening anytime soon! I may go back through some of the older
works that I’ve done and maybe include some of that, even if it’s not current,
because I did notice that it’s a little bit lacking. Unfortunately, some of the stuff I
have in there right now is basically the publicity package that I am allowed to show.
Technical skills are always pretty tricky to show, especially when you’re
not an architect with built projects. But what do you exactly mean by
technical work and how important is to include it in a portfolio?
That’s true. It is kind of weird to say technical, but I think is important to show that
kind of range of work. It’s really easy to show a conceptual representation of your
personal work. But then, it’s also really crucial to represent your professional work
and to display the stages following the schematic design of the building, which also
differ from one country to another. Take Denmark, for instance. Due to the way
they’ve laid out the post-education system and the professions, Danish architects
don’t really sign off on the building and prepare construction documents in the
same way than in Canada. Here it’s much more specific: as an architect you have
to get construction documents done, tender and contraction management, and
so on. These are the kind of things which we consider the technical part of the
architectural profession, whereas other countries might not even have that! You
could say that in Canada designing the building is about 5% of the whole process.
So, showing technical skills is very important, especially for Canadian and American
offices, because they are really comprehensive of the work you’ve been doing at an
office.
And the one thing of your portfolio that you’d keep by all means?
Probably the cover pages, for now. I really like that style, what it has done for me
in kind of the tone that it sets into the portfolio. So, until I come up with a new
concept for something to tie the other work together, I think it’s going to stay for a
bit.

See Monty’s full portfolio on Issuu.com: http://issuu.com/montgomerydeluna/docs/portfolio2013

